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Abstract. During the past -•120 years,Earth's surface gasessuch as CO2, which causeglobal warming, rose
temperature is correlated with both decadal averages monotonically.
In this study, we investigate the usefulnessof a new
and solar cycle minimum valuesof the geomagneticaa
index. The correlation with aa minimum values sug- proxyfor solarvariabilityand climatechange- the time

geststhe existenceof a long-term(low-frequency)
com- variationof the geomagnetic
aa index[Mayaud,1972].
ponent of solar irradiance that underlies the l 1-year
cyclic component. Extrapolating the aa-temperature
correlations to Maunder Minimum geomagneticconditions implies that solar forcing can accountfor •50%
or more of the estimated •0.7-1.5øC increasein global
surface temperature since the second half of the 17th
century. Our analysis is admittedly crude and ignores
known contributors to climate changesuch as warming
by anthropogenic greenhouse-gases
or cooling by volcanic aerosols. Nevertheless,the general similarity in
the time-variation of Earth's surface temperature and
the low-frequencyor secular componentof the aa index
over the last -•120 years supportsother studiesthat indicate a more significant role for solar variability in climate change on decadal and century time-scalesthan
has previously been supposed.The most recent aa data
for the current solar minimum suggestthat the longterm componentof solar forcing will level off or decline
during the coming solar cycle.
1.

The aa index is a measure of the disturbance level of

Earth's magneticfield basedon magnetometer
observations at two, nearly antipodal, stationsin Australia and

England.Like the globaltemperature,the aa indexhas
exhibiteda secularincreasesince•1900 [Feynmanand
Crooker,1978].It is well established
that geomagnetic
activity is driven by the solarwind. The fact that l 1year averagesof the sunspotnumberand the aa index
are highlycorrelatedfor the past 150 years[Cliver et
al., 1998]indicatesthat,the long-termriseof the aa index is a solar rather than an instrumental

or internal

(to the Earth) effect.

2. Analysis
Figuresl(a) and (b) containannualaverages
of aa
and the sunspotnumber (SSN), respectively,for the
last •120 years. Note that while sunspotnumbers
return to low values at each solar minimum, aa min-
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In the absenceof a long-termrecordof satellite-based
measurementsof the solar constant,the investigationof
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solarvariabilityand climatechangehas beenbasedto
a largeextent on proxyindicatorsof solarirradiance.

•

Eddy[1976]initiatedthe modernstudyof thistopicby
pointing
outthattheMaunderMinimum(1645-1715)
in
sunspotactivity corresponded
to the coldestexcursion
of the Little Ice Age (1450-1850). Subsequently,
the
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idea that the Sun could drive climate changewas given

impetusby correlations
betweenterrestrialtemperature

and: (a) l 1-yearaverages
of sunspot
number[Reid,
1987],and(b) solarcyclelength[Friis-Christiansen
and

2OO

Lassen,1991].In particular,variousauthorshavenoted
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that solarirradianceproxiesand globalsurfacetemperatures declinedfor an interval during the middle of the

100

presentcenturywhile the concentration
of greenhouse
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Figure 1. (a) Yearly averages
of the geomagnetic
aa
index, 1880-1996. (b) Yearly averagesof the sunspot
number(SSN), 1880-1996.
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A somewhat better correspondence
is apparent in
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Figure2(b) wherewehaveplottedthe globaltempera-
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ture vs. the aa baseline,obtainedsimplyby connecting

f'

solarcycleminimaof the aa parameter(aamin)in Figure l(a). Generally,
the aa minimaoccurwithina year
following
SSNminima[ Wilson,1990].The 1980aamin-

yE.,,

imum which occurred near solar maximum is a notable

exception.We usedit in Figure2(b) because
it is lower
than the "true" aa minimum between cycles 20 and 21
-0.4

in 1977. Using the 1980 rather than the 1977 minimum
value of aa strengthensthe correlation with temperature as can be seen in Figure 3 where the underlying
long-term aa componentis shadedand the unused1977
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minimumis circled.Figures4(a) and (b) containscat-
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ter plots of temperature vs. aa correspondingto the

curvesplotted in Figures2 (a) and (b), respectively.
For Figure4(b), weusedthe annualmid-rangetemperature(T•nin)for eachaa minimumyearin Figure2(b).
The regression
line for Figure4(a) is
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< T >•o= 0.0391< aa >•o - 0.842 (r - 0.90) (1)
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and that for Figure4(b) is
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We can extrapolate(1) and (2) to MaunderMini-

YEAR

mum geomagneticconditionsto infer the solar-induced

Figure 2. (a) Comparison
of decadalaverages
of the temperaturechangesince~1650. Cliver et al. [1998]
geomagnetic
aa index (< aa >•0) and Earth's surface have recently used correlationsbetween SSN and aa to
temperature(< T >•0) from 1880-1990.(b) Compar- deduceboth solarcycleaverages
(~7 nT) andsolarcyisonof solarcycleminimumvaluesof the geomagnetic cleminimumvaluesof aa (~0-1 nT) duringthe Maunaa index(aamin)and (< T >•0) from 1880-1990.
der Minimum. Substitutingthesevaluesinto (1) and
(2), respectively,
impliesthat < T >•0 and T•0 were
both ~0.77øC below current temperatures(+0.21øC
from 1981-1990)duringthe MaunderMinimum (Figima reflect the long-term level of solar activity revealed ure 4). Estimatesfor the temperaturedeficit during
by cycle-averagedsunspot numbers or by the envelope the MaunderMinimum(relativeto the present)range
of peak sunspot numbers. Since ~1900, the increase from ~0.7-1.5øC [Crowleyand North, 1991; Lean and
of the aa baseline from solar minimum
to solar miniRind, 1997]. Thus our extrapolations
of (1) and (2),
mum has been so pronounced that geomagneticmin- taken at face value, indicate that an increasein solar irima in recent cycles have higher annual aa averages radiancecould accountfor ~50-100% of the net global
than the aa maximum of cycle 14 in ~1910. Cliver warming over the past ~350 years.

et al. [1998]have shownthat solar cycle averagesof
Assuming
a climatesensitivityof 0.6øC/(Watt/m2)
aa and SSN are highly correlated(r - 0.96). Thus, (a midrangevalue)indicatesan irradiancereductionof
followingReid's [1987]demonstrationof a correspon- 0.54%(~1.3 W/m 2 at the topof the atmosphere)
durdence between l 1-year running averagesof SSN and
terrestrial temperature, one would expect a similar correspondence between aa and temperature. This cor-

ing the Maunder Minimum basedon our inferred solar-

respondence
is shownin Figure 2(a), wherewe used
the global temperature reconstruction of Parker et al.

4o

[1994]whichgivesdecadalaverages
of surfacetemperature (< T >•0) from1881-1990,relativeto average
tem-
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peratures from 1951-1980. Those authors used different
areal averagingtechniquesand varioussetsof coverage
criteria for input data to give severaltables of tempera-
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ture values.In Figure2(a), the shadedarearepresents,
to first order, the range of valuesencompassedby their
variousdata handlingprescriptionsas givenby columns

1 and 4 (Globe) in their Table 2. The aa and temperature profiles show several points of similarity, the
most significant being the general rise to mid-century
followed by the dip to a minimum in ~1970 and the
increasingvaluesof the last 20 years. On the negative
side, the peak in the temperature record at mid-century
leads that

in the aa curve.
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Figure 3. Comparisonof the recordof geomagnetic
activity(aa) and the globalsurfacetemperatureof the
Earth (< T >•0) overthe last ~120 years.Solarcycle
minima of the aa index are connectedby dashedlines
and the underlying componentof aa is shaded.
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Discussion
The correlation

we find between

the aa baseline and

n,'
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terrestrial surface temperature suggeststhe existence
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of a long-term(low-frequency)
componentof solarirradiance that tracks the average level of geomagnetic

(.9

(sunspot)activity. In this view, the absenceof pronouncedl 1-year temperaturefluctuations(related to
the unshadedarea underthe aa curvein Figure3), is
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The fact that
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the aa index at solar minimum

retains

of poloidaland toroidal (sunspot)magneticfieldsvia
the solar dynamo [Babcock,1961]. Differential solar
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suchdamping can reducethe impact of even a relatively
strongsolar cyclewith ~0.1% peak-to-peakirradiance
variation [Willson and Hudson,1991] to a barely detectabletemperaturesignal(~0.02øC). Thus it is the
slowvariation of the underlying solar signal, as revealed
by the aamintime history, rather than the l 1-year cycle
in either aa or sunspotsthat showsup most strongly in
a value proportional to its flanking sunspot maxima,
rather than falling to near zero valueslike the sunspot
number, is thought to be a reflectionof the interchange

ß
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of the oceans.Wigleyand Raper[1990]haveshownthat

the temperature record.
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aamin (n•

rotation transforms poloidal fields at solar minimum
to toroidal fields of the subsequentsunspot maximum.

Thus a large(small)peak SSNfor a solarcycleimplies
strong(weak) poloidalfieldsand high (low) geomagnetic activity at the preceding sunspot minimum. The
point we wish to make here is that the aa index provides

evidencefor a long-term(low-frequency)
component
of

Figure 4. (a) Scatterplotof decadal
averages
ofglobal solar variability that persiststhrough sunspotminimum
temperature
(< T >•0) vs. aa index(< aa >•0). The and may therefore affect Earth's climate.
dashedline is an extrapolation to Maunder Minimum

While we hypothesizethat the changingaa baseline

geomagnetic
conditions.(b) Similarto (a) but the ab- is somehowrelated to a long-term irradiance variation
the Sun, there is another possibility and that is that
scissais aamin,the minimumyearlyaa valueduring on
the solar wind itself influences climate. This could ocsolar cyclesfrom 1880 to the presentand the ordinate

(T•nin)represents
the corresponding
temperature.

cur as a result of cosmicray modulation and its effects

on the globalelectriccircuit and cloudnucleation[e.g.,
Tinsley,1997;Svensmarkand Friis-Christensen,1997].
To date, however,suchmodelshave failed to gain wide

inducedtemperaturedecrease
of 0.77øC.In comparison, acceptance, at least in part becauseof the classicobLean et al. [1992]obtainedan irradiancereductionof jection that the energy contentsof the solar wind and
0.24% from an extrapolationof a relation betweenCa galactic cosmicrays are many ordersof magnitude beII emission and satellite-based irradiance measurements
low the Sun'sradiativeoutput [Leanand Rind, 1997].
to assumedMaunder Minimum conditions. A range
Our study suggeststhat solar variability has conof values(0.2-0.6%)encompassing
our inferred0.54% tributed significantlyto the long-termchangeof Earth's
reductionwas obtainedby Zhang et al. [1994]from climate during the past 350 years. The aa-T correlaobservationsof brightnessand magneticactivity vari- tions in Figure 4 indicate that 50-100% of the ~0.7ations in solar-typestars. A slightly greater decrease 1.5øC increasein global temperature since the Maunof ~0.65%wasrecentlycalculated
by Reid[1997]under der Minimum was due to solarforcing. As noted above,
the assumptionthat the temperatureduringthe Maun- Earth's climateis affectedby a hostof phenomena[e.g.,
der Minimum was ~iøC coolerthan at present.
Lean and Rind, 1997]besidessolarvariability- greenWe qualify our results by noting that they are ob- housewarming, anthropogenicand volcanicaerosolcool-

tained from a correlativestudy basedon a small number of samples. Our analysisdoes not take into con-

ing, effects of ozone, internal ocean-atmospherecouplings, etc. More sophisticatedanalysesthan ours, that
siderationother knowndriversof climatechangesuch take these additional phenomenainto account,indicate
as anthropogenicgreenhouse-gas
warming or cooling that the role playedby solarforcing, while important, is
by volcanicaerosols.The unaccounted-for
presenceof at the lowendof our calculated50-100%range. Crowley
greenhouse-gaswarming in our calculation will over- and Kim [1996]foundthat ~30-55% of climatechange
statethe importanceof solarforcingderivedfrom (1) on decadal to century time scalescan be attributed to

and (2), resultingin artificially-high
estimates
of irra- solarvariabilitywhile Lean and Rind [1997]concluded
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that about half of the 0.55øC surface warming since Crowley, T.J., and K.-Y. Kim, Comparison of proxy records
of climate changeand solarforcing, Geophys.Res. Left,23,

1900 (and only one-thirdof the warmingsince1970)

359-362, 1996.

could be attributed to solar forcing. Similarly Reid

[1997] suggestedthat solar and anthropogenicgreenhouse forcing were roughly equal contributorsto the
rise in global temperature during the first half of this
century.

Even these reduced estimates, however, indicate that
the Sun has played a more substantial role vis-•-vis anthropogeniceffectsin the globalwarmingof this century
than has generally been supposed. For example, the
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